VERICHIP in the Media:
™

Since its announcement on
December 19, 2001, VeriChip has
captured enormous media attention in
the U.S. and worldwide. Articles about
the technology have appeared in leading
publications, including:
Time Magazine
People Magazine
The Washington Post
The Los Angeles Times
The Chicago Tribune
Wired News
The Associated Press
Reuters

Company executives have discussed and
demonstrated the technology on:

VeriChip Corporation
400 Royal Palm Way, Suite 410
Palm Beach, Florida 33480
Ph: 561-805-8000
Fax: 561-805-8001
www.4verichip.com

NBC’s Today Show
ABC’s Good Morning America
CBS Early Show
CBS Evening News
ABC’s World News Tonight
CBS Eye on America
The View
CNN with Paula Zahn
CNN Headline News
ABC Family/CBN
The O’Reilly Factor on Fox News
Tech TV
CNN-fn
National Public Radio
The BBC
CBS Radio
ABC, CBS and NBC affiliates
nationwide
For more information,
visit our website at:
http://www.4verichip.com

VERICHIP There when you need it.
™

A revolution in the making: VeriChip is a
miniaturized, implantable radio
frequency identification (RFID) device for
use in a variety of identification and
information applications. About the size of
a grain of rice, each VeriChip contains a
unique verification number,
which can be used to access a
subscriber-supplied database
providing personal related
information.
VeriChip is there when you need it. Unlike
traditional forms of identification, VeriChip can’t
be lost, stolen, misplaced or counterfeited.

How

VERICHIP Works
™

Once implanted just under the skin, via a quick,
simple and painless outpatient procedure (much
like getting a shot), the VeriChip can be scanned
when necessary with a proprietary VeriChip
scanner. A small amount of radio frequency
energy passes from the scanner energizing the
dormant VeriChip, which then emits a radio
frequency signal transmitting the individual’s
unique personal verification (VeriChip ID)
number. The VeriChip Subscriber Number then
provides instant access to the Global VeriChip
Subscriber (GVS) Registry – through secure,
password-protected web access to
subscriber-supplied information. This data
is maintained by state-of-the-art GVS
Registry operations centers in
Riverside, California and Owings,
Maryland.

Why

VERICHIP ?
™

Benefits as a VeriChip Personal Verification System
subscriber include:
Secure, tamper-proof microchip technology
providing immediate identification and retrieval of
subscriber-supplied GVS Registry information at
VeriChip Affiliates
Password-protected, secure access to your records in
the Global VeriChip Subscriber Registry (GVS
Registry)
Support from a growing number of VeriChip
Affiliate™ financial, security and other organizations
across the country
The flexibility to update GVS Registry information
on-line at any time
Support associates available 24/7 by calling the
Subscriber hot line at 800-557-9241
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The Future of

VERICHIP

™

Use of advanced VeriChip technology means
the risk of theft, loss, duplication or
counterfeiting of data is substantially reduced
or eliminated. VeriChip products are being
actively developed for a variety of security,
defense, homeland security and secure-access
applications, such as authorized access control to
government and private sector facilities, research
laboratories, and sensitive transportation resources,
including the area of airport security.
In these markets, VeriChip is able to function as standalone personal verification technology or it is able to
operate in conjunction with other security devices
such as ID badges and advanced biometrics.
In the financial arena, VeriChip has enormous potential
as a personal verification technology that could help
curb identity theft and prevent fraudulent access to
banking and credit card accounts.
VeriChip accomplishes this without batteries or any
internal source of power. It lies dormant under your
skin until energized by a proprietary VeriChip reader.
The VeriChip then transmits your personal verification
number in milliseconds to the external reader.

Get Chipped! ™
Persons interested in dealer/distributor
opportunities, please contact 561-805-8012.
To “get chipped” see the list of Authorized
VeriChip Centers at www.4verichip.com.
Should you need additional information
about the VeriChip product or company,
please contact www.4verichip.com or
800-970-CHIP.

